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Introduction: Since the reform and opening up, the social economy has developed rapidly. The competition in the employer market 
is fierce, which leads leaders to have strict requirements for workers, and workplace stress increases. The blind pursuit of corporate 
economic benefits has led to the neglect of workers’ mental health. Employee retaliation against the corporate occurs frequently. The 
perfection of the legal system for occupational mental health protection is imminent.
Methods: Based on the above questions, this study first introduces the research background, significance, and purpose in the 
introduction. Second, in the literature review, the current status of research is sorted out, the problems in the existing research are 
summarized, and the innovation points of this study are highlighted. Then, in the method section, the algorithms and models used here 
are introduced, including convolutional neural networks, long short-term memory networks, and the design of interview processes. 
Finally, the results of the questionnaire survey and the experimental test are analyzed.
Results: (1) There is further room for optimization of intelligent lie recognition technology. (2) The employee assistance program 
system can effectively solve the mental health problems of employees. (3) There is a need to expand the legislative mechanism for 
workers’ mental health protection at the legal level.
Discussion: This study mainly explores the loopholes of occupational mental health protection under the formulation of laws and 
regulations. Intelligent lie recognition technology reduces workers’ adverse physical and mental health risks due to work. It is 
dedicated to protecting workers’ legitimate rights and interests from the formulation of laws and regulations.
Keywords: workplace stress, intelligent lie recognition, employee assistance program system, legal protection, occupational mental 
health

Introduction
At this stage, the cause of national health is developing rapidly. China has successively issued corporate mental health 
policies, providing strong policy support for corporate mental health management. Mental health has attracted much 
attention as an essential part of the construction of healthy China. Chinese corporates are also increasingly paying 
attention to managing employees’ mental health.1 The corporate has done much helpful work on employees’ mental 
health, including holding mental health lectures, carrying out related activities, and implementing emergency crisis 
interventions. These jobs promote employee mental health. On the whole, the subdivision of the mental health manage-
ment of corporate employees is not enough and lacks pertinence.2 At present, studies have shown that corporate social 
responsibility can improve employees’ positive attitudes and behaviors, such as job satisfaction, organizational commit-
ment, and organizational citizenship behavior, and reduce employees’ turnover intention, counterproductive production 
behavior, deviant behavior, and others.3

There are many definitions of occupational health in the world, the most authoritative of which is given by the Joint 
Occupational Committee of the International Labor Organization and the World Health Organization. Occupational 
health shall be aimed at promoting and maintaining the physical, mental, and social excellence of workers in all 
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professions. It prevents the health of employees from being affected by the work environment, protects employees from 
health hazards, and places employees in a working environment suitable for their physical and psychological environ-
ment. Some scholars have proposed that occupational health refers to the work field for the purpose of protecting 
employees’ health from harmful factors in occupational activities and the corresponding measures taken in law, 
technology, equipment, organizational system, and education. Occupational health is a medical issue related to the 
working environment and occupational conditions. Occupational health damage should not be limited to the work itself 
but related diseases induced by a combination of physiological, psychological, and biological factors, so occupational 
health should include physical health and mental health.

With the rapid development of technology, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is no longer imaginary. Intelligent lie 
recognition technology has entered the public’s field of vision. It can perform emotion recognition through the 
combination of humans and machines to judge whether the characters are aware of the relevant facts or even lie to 
conceal the truth. This technology is derived from psychological testing technology. It is widely used in the interrogation 
of criminal suspects at this stage. It can help investigators determine the direction of the investigation, find clues, and 
determine whether the suspect’s testimony is true. However, there will also be some limitations, and the technology needs 
to be updated and strengthened.4 AI vision technology reads and recognizes human micro-expressions more accurately 
than the naked eye. It contains various physiological data, which can comprehensively and rationally analyze the changes 
in human emotions to judge whether someone is lying.5

Based on the above problems, it first proposes introducing intelligent lie recognition technology into occupational 
mental health protection. It can identify whether the leaders in the corporate have unreasonable work arrangements for 
employees and whether they have established a corporate system that violates the labor law norms. Meanwhile, mental 
health tests for employees are conducted, and the current status of using the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) in the 
workplace is investigated. The problems are found in time, and the facts are understood. Then, problems can be solved. 
Objections are proposed in formulating corresponding laws and regulations to improve the legal regulation of mental 
health protection in the workplace. It can fill some loopholes in the current legal regulation of occupational mental health 
protection and provide a realistic basis for establishing a sound legal protection mechanism.

Literature Review
The recognition of emotional facial features such as micro-expressions and micro-motions has been deepened worldwide. 
Sarc pioneered the introduction of a rule-based image sub-block division method into spontaneous facial micro- 
expression recognition. This research work was also a pioneer in facial micro-expression recognition based on computa-
tional vision. They first divided the micro-expression video image from the three planes of XY, XZ, and YZ into 4×4, 
5×5, and 6×6 image sub-blocks. Then, the local binary pattern features on the three-orthogonal plane of these sub-blocks 
were extracted for stitching. Micro-expressions were recognized by support vector machines, random forests, and 
multilayer perceptrons.6

For interrogation, micro-expression analysis technology has important theoretical significance and application pro-
spects. Figure 1 denotes its identification process.

Abdullahi proposed a spatiotemporal local binary integral map mode to improve the accuracy of micro-expression 
recognition by extracting the integral projection of facial difference images in the horizontal and vertical directions.7 

Abdullahi proposed a sparse promoted dynamic mode decomposition to eliminate the redundancy problem of micro- 
expression motion information caused by high-speed cameras, so that it could extract representative dynamic changes 
and improve the micro-expression recognition rate. This mode explored the changes in micro-expressions from the 
space-time texture feature from the perspective of the video sequence. However, micro-expression recognition was 
characterized by the low intensity of facial muscle changes. Therefore, fine image sub-block division of the face image 
sequence was required to pay attention to subtle changes in the face image. However, with the increase of sub-locks, the 
spatial dimension of features also increased, resulting in the problem of information redundancy.8

The multi-modal emotion recognition system currently uses machines to recognize various modalities, such as micro- 
expressions, and judge their hidden emotions. Its identification process is exhibited in Figure 2.
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The research status of intelligent lie recognition is basically as follows. Wang et al used the psychological and 
physiological measures of the polygraph-based Concealed Information Test (CIT) to determine whether there was crime- 
related information in the memory of criminal suspects and discussed the physiological indicators used in CIT based on 
polygraph and their effectiveness. It was pointed out that further research should deeply explore the different physio-
logical responses and psychological processes in the CIT paradigm and strengthen comprehensive research on different 
psychological indicators.9 Peleg et al studied the effect of polygraph feedback on subsequent ethical behavior. 
Participants underwent a simulated polygraph test and were randomly assigned to receive either directed deception 
(DI) or non-directed deception (NDI). Then, the participants’ existing and subsequent dishonesty behaviors were 
measured. The study showed that testers reduced cheating in subsequent tasks. When the role of the polygraph as 
a moral reminder was removed, the feedback had no effect on the extent of cheating.10 Yu et al explored the effectiveness 
of the improved comparison question technique (CQT) combined with a polygraph for distinguishing between ordinary 
travelers, drug dealers, and terrorists in transportation hubs. They assessed Respiratory Rate (RR) interval, heart rate, the 
amplitude of peak galvanic skin response, and the combination of all three participants and used discriminant analysis to 

Figure 1 Micro-expression recognition flowchart.

Figure 2 The process of multi-modal emotion recognition.
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determine the classification accuracy of participants in each case. The results suggested that combining improved CQT 
and polygraph tests was a feasible method for investigating drug traffickers and terrorist suspects in railway stations, 
airports, and other transportation hubs.11

Foreign EAP programs have their origins in employee alcoholism. To solve the economic losses caused by the serious 
employee alcohol problem at that time, the business owner passively adopted the compensation strategy and initiated 
employee welfare measures.12 To protect the privacy of employees, the most commonly used method of third-party 
intervention in China at the beginning was the mode of purchasing services from professional consulting institutions. 
Foreign institutions were the first to launch this service in China. Subsequently, domestic service institutions in China 
also emerged one after another.13 Wang believed that the employees of many enterprises in China were facing 
psychological pressure. If the psychological pressure of employees was too large, it might cause problems, such as 
absence and departure, which increased the recruitment and training cost of the enterprise.14 Chirico systematically 
elaborated on the EAP. He believed that EAP was an important strategy to solve the problems that arose in employees’ 
work and life.15 Moyce found that implementing EAP was good for sustainability.16 Corporates should follow some 
principles when implementing EAP service projects, as demonstrated in Figure 3.

To this end, The Japanese Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare has issued the “Guidelines for Maintaining and 
Improving the Health of Workers in the Workplace” on protecting workers’ occupational health to protect the mental 
health of workers. It stipulates that the employer is obliged to solve employees’ mental health problems. Employers 
should take the initiative to carry out activities to care for workers, improve the working atmosphere and environment, 
and solve issues such as the disharmony of employees’ mental health.17 Besides, developed countries such as the United 
States and Canada actively implemented EAP in corporate human resource management decades ago. This results in 
healthier employees, higher levels of happiness, and fewer negative issues that affect employee productivity and 
performance. The penetration rate of EAP in the US has covered 90% of corporates. Compared with foreign countries, 
the current development of EAP in China mainly focuses on employees’ psychological needs.18 Generally speaking, the 
service contents of EAP include psychological investigation, EAP planning, publicity promotion, lecture training, 
psychological counseling, and effect evaluation.

Nowadays, most studies show that the enterprise system has a positive effect on the employee’s attitude and behavior, 
but the research conclusions are not consistent. Some studies found that the enterprise system as a whole has a positive 
influence on employees,19 others believed that only some dimensions have a positive impact on employees,20 and others 

Figure 3 EAP principles.
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argued that some dimensions of the enterprise system have no impact on employees or have a negative impact.21 One 
reason for this may be that the boundary conditions applicable to the theory are not defined accurately, that is, the role of 
some regulating variables is ignored. Another reason may be that there may be a variety of understanding of the 
enterprise system, leading to great differences in the measurement dimensions of the enterprise system. These transparent 
and ethical practices should contribute to sustainable development, including health and social well-being, take into 
account stakeholder expectations, be consistent with applicable law and international norms of conduct, and be integrated 
throughout the organization and practiced in its relationships.22

Existing studies have used signal theory, trust theory, equity theory, social identity theory, social exchange theory, 
social learning theory, and work significance theory to explain the reasons why enterprise systems can promote 
employees’ positive attitudes and behavior from the perspective of meeting individual needs.23 It can be seen that the 
relationship between the enterprise system and employees’ attitudes and behavior has been revealed to some extent. 
However, the discussion of mediating variables in these studies is far from enough, and only a few pieces of literature 
discuss from the perspective of employees’ attitudes and cognition toward the enterprise.

Several variables of individual factors, organizational factors, and cross-cultural factors can regulate the correlation 
between employees’ perceived enterprise system and other variables. However, existing studies mainly focus on the 
individual level such as employees’ own characteristics or employees’ attitudes towards the enterprise system, and the 
consideration of organizational factors is quite lacking.24 In addition to considering the organizational variables related to 
the enterprise system, future research can further focus on the moderating role played by important organizational 
elements such as organizational management mode and leadership style, as well as comprehensively consider the 
possible interactive moderating factors at all levels.

Method
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
Intelligent lie recognition technology relies on micro-expression feature recognition. In the feature extraction of micro- 
expression image sequences, compelling image features can significantly improve the recognition rate. Therefore, how to 
extract practical features is very important for micro-expression recognition. An effective feature extraction method is 
proposed by combining deep learning with micro-expression recognition. The corresponding features are integrated to 
form new features of micro-expression image sequences through CNN and improved Long Short-Term Memory 
(LSTM). Furthermore, the obtained features are used in the final estimated partition.25

CNN is a type of extension of NN. The key is to send one or more inputs to a model to obtain one outgoing. This link 
is called a neuron. Figure 4 displays the construction of the neuron.

Figure 4 Neuron architecture.
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The outgoing process of a neuron is as follows.

In Eq. (1), W is the weight, f is the activation function, and b is the bias.
The convolution operation can effectively obtain image features. First, the information is obtained from the 

convolution kernel. Then, the feature information is transmitted to the complete connection layer. The key is the 
convolution and pooling operations.

The feature point data that has undergone the convolution operation will be transmitted in the pooling layer stage. 
Generally, such information is shared, which cannot be directly adopted to predict the classification. The obtained data 
are integrated to reduce the information dimension and solve the above difficulties. In addition, it is also a special kind of 
feature mapping layer, which can reduce the network coefficient and complexity. At this stage, there are two types of 
pooling functions: max pooling and average pooling.26 The max pooling function can be expressed as:

In Eq. (2), the incoming xi means the incoming image matrix, and m shows the stride size of the pooling.
The average pooling function is indicated in Eq. (3).

The pruning layer stage is mainly the temporary abandonment of neurons after a particular rule is implemented. In CNN, 
pruning can well avoid the occurrence of overfitting, reduce the amount of calculation, and increase the effect of network 
training. The pruning execution generally selects the part below one to achieve the rounding effect. These results go out 
to the n nodes of the connection layer (FC) with zeros. The outgoing of the pruning layer is as follows.

In Eq. (4), rand(x) indicates the number randomly given in the training session.
In the outgoing stage, the results of the model division are sent over, and the Softmax classifier is applied to 

implement the estimated division. Eq. (5) denotes the outgoing results.

In Eq. (5), the value range of j is in [1, N].
Finally, the facial expression recognition process based on CNN is summarized in Figure 5.
The facial expression recognition process based on CNN includes four parts, which are face detection, image 

preprocessing, feature extraction, and expression classification. Face detection is to determine and mark the face in an 
image or video, and image preprocessing is to perform data enhancement or normalization processing on facial 
expression data. Finally, the processed facial expression data is sent to the CNN for feature extraction and classification.

LSTM
LSTM is a special form of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). It has memory ability, so it can represent the correlation 
between the information features before and after.27 Its basic structure is demonstrated in Figure 6.

Each output of an RNN is related to the previous input data.
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In Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), h represents the output, and U expresses the weight matrix from the input layer to the hidden layer. 
W denotes the weight matrix of the state transition of the hidden layer from the last moment to the next moment. 
b signifies a parameter.

Figure 5 Facial expression recognition process based on CNN.

Figure 6 The basic structure of LSTM.
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There are problems such as gradient disappearance in RNN, but the emergence of LSTM solves this problem very 
well. For an improved RNN such as LSTM, its modules are more complex than the basic modules of RNN, but the 
principle is the same. The difference from a simple NN is that both the hidden layer state x and the unit state y of the 
LSTM change over time. The cell state y implies long-term memory.28

LSTM operates directly on an entire chained recurrent network structure in the form of cell units. There is little 
interaction between the information, so the information is not easily lost in the transmission process. The unit structure of 
LSTM can also judge and process the stored information. Furthermore, LSTM makes decisions by updating some data 
contents of the gate structure, and it also discriminates whether cells are stored in the data. A unit structure has three 
types of gates: forget gate, data input gate, and data output gate.29

In forget gate, ht-1 and xt are obtained. For each unit structure in the ct-1 state, a threshold in [0,1] is used to judge 
whether to forget or store information. When there is a special case of zero or one, it means that all information is 
forgotten or stored.

In Eq. (8), σ refers to the Sigmoid function. ht� 1 stands for the output of the hidden layer at the previous moment. xt 

represents the input of the current cell structure.
The newly acquired information is added to the corresponding cell structure in the input gate. It works in two steps. 

The first step is to determine what information needs to be added to the unit through the σ layer. The second step is to 
select the content that needs to be updated through the vector generated by the tanh layer.

In Eq. (9)–Eq. (11), it signifies the input gate equation. ~Ct means the candidate layer equation. Ct refers to the memory 
cell update equation. Ct-1 indicates the state of the old cell structure.

In the output gate, the final concrete value of the entire structure is output. This part is similar to the principle of the input 
gate. First, the information that needs to be output is determined by the σ layer. Then, tanh is used to get the state of the unit. 
The output value is finally obtained by multiplying a value of [−1, 1] with the output determined by the previous σ layer.

In Eq. (12) and Eq. (13), ot is the equation of the output gate, and ht exhibits the output of the hidden layer at time t.
Finally, the process of LSTM-based image sequence expression recognition algorithm is determined, as shown in 

Figure 7.
The main role of LSTM networks is to learn the characteristics of image sequences. To speed up training and reduce 

the amount of computation, the length of the image sequence is set to a fixed value of 10, which can improve the real- 
time performance of the algorithm. In the model training stage, the LSTM network accepts the time-series features in the 
training set. Through continuous iterative training, the trained weights are saved until the accuracy is stable, and the 
obtained optimal weight coefficient will be used in the test phase. In the model prediction stage, sequence features are 
extracted from the sequence images that need to be recognized and input into the trained LSTM network for recognition.

Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) Structure
GRU is a variant of traditional RNNs. Like LSTM, it can effectively capture the semantic association between long 
sequences and mitigate gradient vanishing and explosion. Meanwhile, its structure and calculation are simpler than 
LSTM. Its core structure can be divided into two parts: update gate and reset gate. The structure is displayed in Figure 8.
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Figure 7 Flow of image sequence expression recognition algorithm based on LSTM.
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GRU and LSTM work the same. When they capture the semantic association of long sequences, they can effectively 
suppress gradient vanishing or explosion, and the effect is better than that of traditional RNNs. Moreover, the computa-
tional complexity is smaller than that of LSTMs. However, GRU still cannot completely solve the problem of gradient 
vanishing. Besides, its variant of RNN has a major drawback of the structure. It cannot be computed in parallel, which is 
a key bottleneck in the development of RNN in the future when the amount of data and model volume gradually increase.

The focus of LSTM and GRU is on the efficient use of long-term memory. In LSTM, long-term memory affects the 
model output at a certain moment, while GRU directly takes long-term memory at a certain moment as output. It outputs 
while modifying long-term memory. Hence, this makes the GRU have fewer inputs (the LSTM has three inputs, and the 
GRU has only two) and a simpler structure than the LSTM. The amount of computation is relatively reduced.

Image Preprocessing
The key to image sequence preprocessing is to test the process and crop the sequence of expression images. The sample 
size of the current micro-expression information set is relatively small. The information set generally covers changes 
caused by noise. Preprocessing can widen the informative samples well and remove the interference of many noisy data 
in informative samples.30 Hence, the preprocessing process of the image is a core step in the testing process.

For the temporal LSTM, the included 20 frames of images are directly used as the starting input data. Every 20 
frames of images can give 19-time images, and two adjacent images can obtain the one-time image. The temporal data is 
defined as a set of motion vectors dt, which is calculated from frame t and frame t+1. A temporal image covers two 
components: dtx and dty. They, in turn, demonstrate the position changes corresponding to the X and Y directions 
between the tth frame and the t+1th frame.31 For the incoming size of the network, the third component, dtz, is calculated 
to represent the input temporal image.

Over-fitting may occur, so the initial image is generally not directly passed to FC for prediction and classification. First, 
the hidden features in the image sequence are extracted. Next, this feature is used as an incoming value to be passed into 
the network to implement learning and prediction division. Image sequences in classification and recognition usually 
cover two types of data time and space. Spatial data indicate features that characterize the human face itself. Temporal 
data characterize changes in facial expression. Temporal and spatial data play an equally critical role in facial expression 
recognition.32 A CNN-based feature acquisition method obtains complete and accurate micro-expressions temporal and 
spatial characteristic data. In addition, the method of extracting temporal LSTM features is adopted to extract temporal 
and spatial feature information, respectively. Figure 9 illustrates its specific frame diagram.

Figure 8 GRU structure.
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In Figure 9, complete and valid temporal features are extracted from optical flow graphs. The optical flow displace-
ment field map between two frames is the incoming value for temporal LSTM construction. The relationship between 
temporal LSTMs and spatial CNNs is established using Alex Net. In CNN, there are five convolutional layers, three 
pooling layers, and four connection layers. To prevent overfitting, the pooling layer uses a max pooling strategy.

Investigation and Statistics
From the familiar living and working environment to a brand new environment, enterprise employees will face many 
problems. For example, the instability of the work, the lack of support from the working environment and colleagues, 
language communication, corporate culture differences, etc., all may have different degrees of impact on the mental 
health of new workers. Thus, this study intends to conduct a psychological investigation and analysis of 501 survey 
samples before and after psychological counseling. The present study obtained approval from the Ethics Committee of 
Chongqing University. The study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki.

According to the SCL-0 used in mental health tests, the psychological investigation items were developed. The 
research team selected the on-the-job employees of a large enterprise and conducted a questionnaire survey with stratified 
cluster sampling. The grouping criteria were as follows: 501 migrant workers, including 305 male and 196 female; Age: 
99 under 20 years old, 203 between 20 and 30 years old, 159 between 30 and 40 years old, 40 between 40 and 50 years 
old. Control group: gender: 113 males, 187 females; Age: 102 under the age of 20, 98 between the age of 20–30, 63 
between the age of 30–40, 37 between the age of 40–50. There was no significant difference in age structure, education 
level, and gender ratio between the two groups. The statistical method of SPSS11.0 was adopted. A psychological survey 
of different genders was conducted by analyzing multiple data values conforming to the normal distribution, and the t-test 
method was adopted. The significant difference in environmental adaptability was analyzed. Analysis of variance was 
used to compare the significance of the psychological survey among different age groups.

Interview Process Design
This study designed a way to have face-to-face discussions with employees, focusing on understanding the ideas at all 
levels and the difficulties, pressures, and psychological burdens employees encountered in their current work and life. 
Meanwhile, the application status of EAP projects in corporates was investigated, including the needs of management 
and junior employees for this project to prepare for the key considerations in the future project design and implementa-
tion process.

Interviewees included top, middle, and junior employees. The time was controlled at 20 to 40 minutes. The interview 
coverage rate was about 15%. It mainly concentrated on front-line employees. They were randomly selected from various 
departments. Different outlines were designed according to the interviewee and interview objectives, but the way and 
order of questions were adjusted at any time according to the specific situation. Before the interview, the purpose of the 
interview, the content of the interview, and the random selection method of the interviewee were explained. The 
corporate had authorized the interview, and the interview process was confidential. During the interview, employees’ 
facial micro-expressions are recorded for use in the test study. Thus, informed consent forms are distributed to the 

Figure 9 LSTM framework.
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interviewed employees and signed to ensure that the investigation is conducted with the consent of the interviewed 
employees. The main questions interviewed are shown in Table 1.

The questions mainly contained feedback on information, such as corporate planning, management level, personal 
work pressure, and attitude towards EAP. They were analyzed according to the results of the interview. In the process, the 
facial micro-expressions of the interviewees were recorded. The authenticity of the words was tested by the later 
intelligent lie recognition technology.

Results and Discussion
Interpretation of Result
Here, accuracy, recall, and confusion matrices are used for evaluation. Accuracy is the proportion of all correctly 
predicted videos (including lying and truth-telling) to the total number of videos. The accuracy is calculated as follows.

In Eq. (15), TP+TN indicates the number of videos that predict correctly, including lying and truth-telling; TP+TN+FP 
+FN represents the total number of videos.

The confusion matrix is a presentation tool for evaluating the quality of classification models. Each column of the 
matrix represents the sample situation predicted by the model. Each row of the matrix represents the true condition of the 
sample, as shown in Table 2.

TP is the number of samples predicted to be lying but actually lying; FP is the number of samples predicted to be 
false but actually true; FN is the number of samples predicted to be true but actually lying; TN is the number of samples 
predicted to be true and actually true.

Table 1 Employee Interview Outline

Interviewee Interview Content Questions

Top management (five questions in 
total)

How to plan to achieve corporate goals and missions? Questions 1–2
What challenges and changes do corporates need to make in the coming years? Questions 3–4

How to view the implementation of EAP projects in corporates? Question 5

Middle management (seven questions 
in total)

What is the corporate’s overall management level, and what needs to be improved? Questions 6–7
What is the corporate culture like? Are employees clear about the management 

system?

Questions 8–9

How are employees’ psychological problems viewed and solved? Questions 10–11
Is the implementation of the EAP project suitable for the current situation of the 

corporate?

Question 12

Front-line employees (six questions in 

total)

What regulations do you know about the corporate organization? How effective is 

the execution?

Questions 13–14

What aspects of your job are you more satisfied with now? Question 15
What do you think is the biggest challenge at work? Question 16

How to relieve the pressure at work? Did you get help? Questions 17–18

Table 2 Confusion Matrix for Lie Recognition

True value Predicted value

Lies Truth

Lies TP FN

Truth FP TN
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The numeric values in the confusion matrix are commonly expressed as lie recall and truth recall and are calculated as 
follows.

Here, experiments are carried out on the influence of the model structure of CNN+LSTM on the recognition rate of 
micro-expressions from several aspects. The influence of these parameters on the micro-expression recognition rate of 
the LSTM model is considered from the number of hidden layers of the LSTM structure, the number of neurons in the 
hidden layer, and the sequence length that can be received. Table 3 reveals the specific results.

Table 3 details that the lengths of micro-xpression sequences are 40,65,90,115 and 140 in sequence. The model 
recognition rate fluctuates in different sequences. When the sequence length is 90, the three models all reach the 
maximum recognition rate, which is highly consistent with the mood conveyed by natural expressions. Moreover, the 
model with a higher recognition rate is the bidirectional GRU model. The model can be applied to the research related to 
micro-expression recognition.

Table 4 compares the recognition rates of different expressions in the model. The findings imply that the recognition 
rate of the model is the highest in the surprised expression, and it is the lowest in the disgusted expression. The micro- 
expression recognition technology is incredibly accurate for higher-level emotion recognition and can quickly capture 
facial muscle movements. It is found that the two-way GRU models are at the highest value by comparing the 
recognition rates of the four models. Like the previous conclusion, it is suitable for micro-expression recognition 
technology.

In Table 5, 45.7% of employees in the corporate have only heard about EAP but do not understand it. They have very 
little understanding of the system, so it is necessary to introduce EAP mental health services within the corporate. 
Nowadays, some corporates have greatly reduced the negative psychology of employees after introducing the EAP 
system. A harmonious internal environment will also make the corporate more profitable. The introduction of this project 
is a win-win result. Besides, corporates need to regularly conduct psychological state testing of employees after the 
introduction to meet the growing needs of the group for psychological services and obtain a sense of organizational 
belonging and corporate identity.

Table 3 Micro-Expression Recognition Rates of Different LSTM Models

The Lengths of Micro- 
Expression Sequences

Recognition Rates of Different LSTM Models (%)

LSTM Bidirectional LSTM GRU Bidirectional GRU

40 60.12 62.65 62.45 64.667

65 63.654 64.899 64.34 66.89

90 66.76 65.57 65.65 66.66
115 63.64 63.75 64.65 66.43

140 65.23 64.36 64.87 66.68

Table 4 Recognition Rates of Different Expressions in the Model

Expression Category LSTM Bidirectional LSTM GRU Bidirectional GRU

Happiness 78 80 79 81

Depression 66 68 68 68

Surprise 79 82 79 86
Disgust 55 54 56 58

Others 60 62 61 61
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It also analyzes and compares the test results of different networks. The dataset for this experiment is CASME II, 
which captures 255 micro-expression sequences from 26 subjects. The camera frame rate is 200 frames per second, and 
the image resolution is 340 pixels×340 pixels. The dataset contains a total of seven categories, namely disgust, happiness, 
depression, surprise, fear, sadness, and others. Table 6 exhibits the details of the dataset.

This experiment uses a five-fold cross-validation method for verification. The 255 micro-expression sequences in the 
CASME II dataset were divided into five groups, each containing five micro-expression types. When testing the 
comprehensive recognition rate, the specific sequence numbers of each type in each group are displayed in Table 7, 
using the original CASME II dataset with five micro-expressions except fear and sadness removed. The comparison of 
the comprehensive recognition rate of different networks is expressed in Table 8.

Table 5 Corporate Employees’ Understanding of EAP

Understanding of EAP Frequency (N) Percentage (%) Cumulative Percentage (%)

Never heard 157 31.3 31.3

Heard it, but do not understand 229 45.7 77

Understand something 96 19.2 96.2
Know very well 19 3.8 100

Total 501 100

Table 6 CASME II Dataset and Its Augmentations

Expression Category Original Sequence Number Processed Sequence Number

Happiness 32 512

Disgust 63 1008

Surprise 25 400
Depression 27 432

Fear 2 32

Sadness 7 112
Others 99 1584

Table 7 Test Dataset

Data Happiness Surprise Others Disgust Depression Fear Sadness

Sequence 01–05 3 9 26 10 5 0 0

Sequence 06–10 6 2 23 6 6 2 0
Sequence 11–15 8 5 14 10 0 0 0

Sequence 16–20 12 6 20 19 10 0 3

Sequence 21–26 3 3 16 18 6 0 4

Table 8 Comparison of Comprehensive Recognition Rates 
of Different Networks

Networks The Recognition Rate of Five  
Categories of CASME II /%

LBP-TOP 63.01
LBP-TOP+Optical flow 64.46

LBP-TOP+SVM 63.27

CNN+LSTM 72.30
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Table 7 presents that the micro-expression recognition algorithm based on the combination of CNN and LSTM has 
achieved satisfactory results in terms of micro-expression recognition efficiency, and overcomes the shortcomings of 
traditional recognition algorithms to a certain extent.

Discussion
Regarding the research on intelligent lie recognition technology, Tianqi Yang clarified in “Research on the Intelligence of 
Lie Recognition Technology during Interrogation and its Legal Risk Regulation” that micro-expression recognition 
technology was difficult to identify with the naked eye and lacked a carrier. The functions of real-time capture of micro- 
expressions and data analysis and storage were realized with the help of AI algorithms using multi-modal emotion 
recognition technology. However, the theoretical basis of micro-expressions is not solid enough. It is suggested that AI 
corporates can cooperate with universities to invest in basic research on micro-expression theory and develop a Chinese 
micro-expression database.33 This study summarizes the research status of micro-expression recognition technology and 
lie recognition technology in detail. It discusses the existing problems of the current micro-expression recognition 
algorithm and the lie recognition algorithm and explains the research content. The relevant theoretical knowledge of deep 
learning, including CNN, LSTM, and GRU, is studied and analyzed. It is found that the GRU algorithm is better than 
other algorithms for the application of lie recognition.

Regarding the application of the EAP system to the mental health service of corporate employees, Zhai Minquan 
pointed out in the “Research on the Optimization and Implementation of the ZY Oilfield EAP” that China’s EAP started 
relatively late compared with foreign countries. China could try to cooperate with foreign professional institutions or 
actively provide opportunities for studying abroad. Then, ZY Oilfield became a standard corporate EAP service, 
providing reference and experience for other corporates still on the way to learning. Only by effectively strengthening 
international exchanges and localizing them could the professionalism of corporate EAP services be continuously 
improved. It was vital to flexibly turn theory into practice, bring new ideas, and serve corporates’ human resources 
and corporate management long-term.34 The survey finds that China’s EAP system has tended to be perfect at this stage. 
The problem needs to be strengthened in the introduction of corporates. Regular psychological testing of employees can 
effectively solve problems. Moreover, employees within the corporate still have little understanding of the system. They 
do not get timely help when they have psychological issues. This is where corporates need to pay attention.

Conclusion
Firstly, it studies the critical technologies of micro-expression recognition under the intelligent lie recognition technology 
and introduces the micro-expression database. Besides, the advantages and disadvantages of various databases are 
analyzed. The LSTM is improved based on the CNN-LSTM method, and the features are extracted in time and space 
for the micro-expression image sequence. Then, the extracted features are fused to form a CNN-LSTM, and the included 
data features have integrity in space and time. The feature fusion method of the proposed CNN-LSTM effectively 
improves the quality of feature descriptors. The accuracy of various micro-expression recognition has been improved, 
and the performance of the two micro-expression databases is better than that of traditional micro-expression recognition 
methods. Experiments have proved the reliability of the new model, which can be applied to intelligent lie recognition to 
show the fundamental thoughts of characters.

Secondly, the EAP system is analyzed to help employees solve their attitude and behavior problems. At the same 
time, 501 migrant workers are selected to investigate different gender, ages, education levels, and psychological 
problems, thus studying the adaptability of employees and the environment. Experiments reveal that the EAP system 
has been popularized and used in most enterprises, which can effectively help employees solve personal problems and 
reduce the risk of mental problems. Most employees have psychological disorders such as loneliness, compulsion, 
pessimism, and insecurity at the beginning of their work, and there are significant differences in the environmental 
adaptation of migrant workers. The proportion of women suffering from feelings of compulsion and security is 
significantly higher than that of men. The pessimism and inferiority present an increasing trend as the age of the survey 
sample increases, and the pessimism decreases significantly with the increase in the education level. Therefore, it is 
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particularly vital to carry out follow-up education, and continuous psychological counseling plays a significant role in 
improving the psychological status of new employees.

Finally, intelligent lie recognition technology and EAP service projects can be incorporated into laws and regulations 
in the current legal regulation research on occupational mental health protection. It is also possible to regularly supervise 
and inspect employees’ mental health to implement these two technologies. If the employee suffers severe psychological 
and physical harm due to the corporate’s neglect of inspection and protection of employees, the corporate should be fined 
or punished by law. Furthermore, relevant government departments should actively support and help to complete the 
built-in employee assistance plan and provide corporates with professional employee psychological assistants. 
Government departments need to strengthen publicity and assist corporates in formulating regulations for EAP.

There are still shortcomings. The micro-expression dataset and the lie dataset have the problem of small amount of 
data, which limits the use of intelligent neural network methods to obtain good training models. The difficulty for micro- 
expression datasets is labeling. A few seconds of micro-expression fragments takes a long time to discover and analyze, 
which is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Therefore, it is necessary to design a high-precision micro-expression 
annotation software, which plays an important role in the expansion of micro-expression data. For the lie dataset, the 
difficulty is the design of high-risk scenarios, which affects the quality of the lie data. It is important to design reasonable 
scenarios for subjects to tell lies or the truth in a stressful situation.
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